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Models shown (left to right) | Cayenne S E-Hybrid in White, Cayenne Turbo in Palladium Metallic

1

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic

Models shown (left to right) | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic, Cayenne

4

in

oonlight Blue

etallic, Cayenne

Hybrid in Carrara

hite

etallic

Cayenne concept

There’s no greater moment
than when you surpass yourself.
The Cayenne concept.

e start families.
climb mountains.

e build houses.

e

e ve hardly achieved

one goal and the next one is already

sports cars. ou cannot build a sports
car without enthusiasm. Nor can you

variability, comfort. The Cayenne

drive one.

continues on its path of success.

waiting for us. Can t we ust stop for
a moment

ynamic performance, five doors,
ith

a new design, new driver assistance
hat we want to do more than anything
else is drive.

ith plenty of passion. A

systems, new drive components, and
a higher output, yet comparatively low

No, we can t. Nor do we want to. After

vehicle that handles the daily commute

fuel consumption. Having reinvented

all, for us, something is only good

as supremely as it does the Corkscrew

itself, the Cayenne continues to forge

enough when we ve made it even better.

at aguna eca, and one that en oys

ahead. traight into the future.

hy Because we are enthusiasts.

the short sprint as much as the long

Because we en oy accelerating from a

distance.

standing start

whole family

and creating moments

full of exhilaration from everyday life.

ne that is designed for the
and yet for us alone. And

one that is one thing above all else

It s actually all about that one moment
when you turn the key in the ignition.
And what that triggers in you.

a Porsche.
hat does this have to do with cars
Nothing. But it has everything to do with

The Cayenne.
nthusiast driven.

5

Cayenne concept | Exterior design

Enthusiasm comes in many forms.
But it only has one face.
Exterior design.

any people dedicate themselves to
moving forward, but few leave their mark.
any are full of enthusiasm, but few

The precisely contoured sides make
it clear that this is a sports car with
character and stature. The new exterior

inspire it in others. How do you recogni e

mirrors with integrated indicators and

the few

wheels in a range of si es up to

ometimes at first glance.

inches
The prowess of the Cayenne

is

with new attractive styling

serve to emphasi e the car s dynamics.

clearly reflected in the design the front

An impression that is confirmed by a

and rear sections have been completely

number of other new details, including

revised. They are now sharper and even

daytime running lights featuring four

more sophisticated. The new hood, new

spotlights fitted as standard, as well as

front quarter panel, new headlights, and

new

taillights and integrated tailpipes.

modified air intakes lend the car even
greater presence. It is more athletic,
and muscular than ever before.

very detail has been used to highlight
what matters most to you the sporting
credibility that only a Porsche can offer.
That is our design NA. The result is
clear distinctive appeal. The Cayenne
gives the term enthusiasm a face.

6

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium Metallic

7

Shown | Cayenne S E-Hybrid with Black Carbon Fiber interior package

8

Cayenne concept | Interior design

Race inspired, stylish and high quality:
plenty of room for great emotions.
Interior design.

hen you take the wheel of a Porsche,

erived from the

pyder, it is

you are not ust a driver. ou are part

a harmonious blend of high level

of something bigger. Part of an overall

ergonom ics and pioneering styling.

concept. An idea.

ne that has its roots

in auto racing. This is where we learned

However, the Cayenne concept goes

how important it is to bring the car and

beyond pure sports performance. It

driver together as closely as possible.

also offers comfort, variability, and

That s why the interior of the Cayenne

style. very individual detail serves to

is virtually built around you.

enhance the overall impression. This is

verything you need is within easy reach.

our proven design concept.

Practical and exclusively designed to suit
your needs.
A typical sports car feature, the rising
center console reduces the distance
between the steering wheel and the
most important vehicle controls. The
new multifunction sports steering wheel
also speaks the language of motorsports.

9

Models shown (left to right) | Cayenne

Hybrid in Carrara

hite

etallic, Cayenne T in Carmine ed, Cayenne

in

oonlight Blue

etallic

Model range | Cayenne Turbo models

Sometimes a single look says it all.
The Cayenne Turbo.

Porsche. Cayenne. Turbo. That s really

Can we add to this

all you need to set your pulse racing.

The Cayenne Turbo

ncompromising athleticism combined

es, with an

.

is the ultimate

powerhouse in the Cayenne family. It

with superior handling, and a passion

represents the sum of all ideas that

for the road.

make up the fascinating appeal of the
Cayenne. Put simply even higher levels

This is all perfectly embodied by the

of performance and exclusivity. elected

Cayenne Turbo, a high performance

materials wherever you look and feel,

athlete with turbo powered performance.

from leather and a range of fine woods

The car s exterior design clearly shows

to carbon. legant and sophisticated.

what lies within broad shouldered,

Interior equipment taken to new heights.

purposeful, and agile. The distinctive
front section and large air intakes are

This is the most powerful Cayenne

striking features that reflect the car s

model.

strength and character.

ith a breathtaking output of

horsepower. Adrenaline in its
purest form.
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Models shown (left to right) | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium Metallic, Cayenne Turbo S in Jet Black Metallic
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1

2

14

3

Shown | Cayenne Turbo with Natural Leather Espresso/Cognac interior package

Model range | Cayenne Turbo models

Cayenne Turbo. A wide selection of standard equipment.
reat emotions. That s what the Cayenne Turbo stands for. And because greatness is all in the details,
we ve extended the range of standard equipment even further.

•

•

etallic exterior color

in. Cayenne Turbo wheel

• aytime running lights with

• Brushed Aluminum interior package

spotlights

per headlight unit

• eather interior with smooth finish leather
• oof lining in Alcantara®

•

• Bose ® urround ound ystem with a total output

• Anti theft alarm system with ultrasonic interior

of

watts

surveillance and immobili er

• Porsche Communication

anagement PC

system with navigation module and

Cayenne Turbo logo front
•

headlights with Porsche ynamic ight
ystem P

•

• oor sill guards in stainless steel with

in. color

touchscreen display
•

speed Tiptronic

ultifunction sports steering wheel with
gearshift paddles

• Automatically dimming interior and
with Auto tart top function

• Air suspension featuring self leveling and ride

exterior mirrors
• ParkAssist front and rear with visual

height control with Porsche Active uspension
anagement PA
•

fog lights

way Adaptive ports eats with comfort
memory package

and acoustic proximity warning
• eat heating front and rear
•

. gal. fuel tank

• irius

®

atellite and H

adio™

1
headlights with Porsche ynamic ight ystem P
2 Porsche Communication anagement PC with navigation module
3
way Adaptive ports eats with comfort memory package
15

1

2

16

3

Shown | Cayenne Turbo S with Black and Cream interior package

Model range | Cayenne Turbo models

Also standard on the Cayenne Turbo S
• port Chrono Package with timer

• Air intake grilles with slats painted

at center of dashboard
• Power teering Plus

black high gloss

PT Plus

base painted black high gloss
•

• Porsche ynamic Chassis Control
P CC

• Twin dual tube sports tailpipes in

PCCB
in.

heel arch extensions in exterior color

• oof spoiler in exterior color

• Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake
•

combination. tandard Black and Cream

• xterior mirror lower trim and mirror

• Porsche Torque ectoring Plus

high gloss polished aluminum
•

Turbo esign wheels with

a polished rim flange and inner black
finish high gloss with wheel centers
and full color Porsche Crest exclusive
to the Cayenne Turbo

• eather interior package in two tone
exclusive to the Cayenne Turbo
• Carbon interior package
• oor sill guards in stainless steel with
Cayenne Turbo

logo front

• Black floor mats with P

CH

logo

and edging in contrasting color

headlights with Porsche ynamic
ight ystem Plus P

Plus

• Porsche Crest embossed on head
restraints front and outer rear seats
• ive round instruments with Turbo
logo on tachometer

1 port Chrono Package
2
inch
Turbo esign wheel with Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake PCCB
3 eather interior package in two tone combination. tandard Black and Cream
17

Model range | Cayenne Turbo
590 lb.-ft.
570 hp

by the Cayenne Turbo . At its heart, a . liter twin turbo

• . liter twin turbo
•

engine

horsepower at ,

•

rpm

aximum torque
between ,

lb. ft.

and ,

• Acceleration from

to

. seconds

•

engine.

irect fuel in ection

• P

T and P

TP

I
button

• Thermal management

rpm

• arioCam Plus

mph

• Integrated dry sump lubrication
• Auto tart top and coasting function

• Top track speed

mph

• Active air flaps

• uel consumption in

P

• Twin turbocharging system with

PA estimated
city
highway
combined
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Torque (lb.-ft.)

An enduring Porsche principle maximum performance. ncompromisingly embodied

Power (horsepower)

The drive system of the Cayenne Turbo S.

charge air cooling

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne Turbo

lb. ft. between ,

and ,

rpm,

hp at ,

rpm

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo S in Jet Black Metallic

19

Model range | Cayenne Turbo

553 lb.-ft.

520 hp

engine. Boasting the direct response typical of a sports car, phenomenal power, and
high levels of torque, it offers exhilarating and cultured performance.

• . liter twin turbo
•

engine

horsepower at ,

•

rpm

aximum torque
between ,

• Acceleration from
. seconds

lb. ft.

and ,

rpm

to

mph

. seconds

•

irect uel In ection

• Integrated dry sump lubrication
• arioCam Plus
• xhaust gas turbocharging system
and intercooler

mph

• Auto tart top

• uel consumption in

P

• Active air flaps

city
highway
combined

In con unction with port ChronoPackage Performance tart .

20

,

,

,

• Thermal management

• Top track speed
PA estimated

I

Torque (lb.-ft.)

Porsche through and through. That s the Cayenne Turbo with its . liter twin turbo

Power (horsepower)

The drive system of the Cayenne Turbo.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne Turbo

lb. ft. between ,

and ,

rpm,

hp at ,

rpm

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic
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Model range | Cayenne T

Bringing racing emotions to the point.
And to the road.
The Cayenne GTS.

The Cayenne T provides a
concentrated dose of enthusiasm. It is a

uspension

anagement PA

ensures

a more direct driving experience.

highly emotional top athlete designed for
impressive performance. This is evident

A typical racing sound is provided at the

from the large air intakes which are both

push of a button by the port exhaust

characteristic and striking.

system, fitted as standard. This can be
seen from the black twin tailpipes and

The . liter twin turbo
irect uel In ection

engine with
I offers a level

heard from the throaty roar which changes
depending on your driving style.

of power that s usually only to be found
on the racetrack. An output of
horsepower leaves nothing to be
desired, while the lowered steel spring
suspension with Porsche Active

22

Athletic, powerful, and muscular. The
Cayenne T is a car designed for
great emotions. acing emotions.

Model shown | Cayenne T in Carmine ed

23

1

2

24

3

Model range | Cayenne T

The Cayenne GTS.
A selection of standard equipment.

• ports exhaust system with twin

•

tailpipes in black
•

speed Tiptronic

onochrome black exterior package

with

Porsche

• Cayenne Turbo brakes featuring
red calipers
in.

ynamic ight ystem P

• eather interior package in standard
color, smooth finish leather, with

spotlights per headlight unit

extensive Alcantara ® package

• Integral fog lights on front apron

• Brushed Aluminum interior package

• Black

•

taillights

oor sill guards in stainless steel with

• Two one climate control

pyder esign wheels in

•

T sports seats with

Cayenne T
way electric

black satin finish and wheel centers

ad ustment and embroidered

with full color Porsche Crest

logos on the front and outer rear

• Tire Pressure

• Cruise control

• aytime running lights with four

with Porsche Active uspension
anagement PA

interior surveillance and immobili er

• Bi enon™ headlights in black with

Auto tart top function
• owered steel spring suspension

•

• Anti theft alarm system with ultrasonic

high gloss

onitoring ystem

TP
• port esign package

T

•

with gearshift paddles
•C

head restraints
• Cayenne T rear seats with seat

logo in black

ultifunction sports steering wheel
audio system with
in. color touchscreen display

• Automatic tailgate

centers in Alcantara ®, outer left and
right, and fore aft and backrest
angle ad ustment

1 ports exhaust system with twin tailpipes in black
2 oor sill guards in stainless steel with Cayenne T logo in black
3 T sports seats with way electric ad ustment and embroidered

T

logos on the front and outer rear head restraints
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Model range | Cayenne T

440 hp

The drive system of the Cayenne GTS.

Active uspension

anagement PA

is lowered by

mm. or a sportier setup,

a more direct driving experience, and breathtaking performance.

• . liter twin turbo
•

engine

horsepower at ,

•

rpm

aximum torque
between ,

and ,

• Acceleration from
. seconds

lb. ft.
to

•

irect uel In ection

I

• port button
• Thermal management system

rpm

or technology

mph

• arioCam Plus

. seconds

• Auto tart top and coasting function

• Top track speed

mph

• Active air flaps

• uel consumption in

P

• Twin turbocharging system with

PA estimated
city
highway
combined

In con unction with port ChronoPackage Performance tart .
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Torque (lb.-ft.)

brings you into closer contact with the road. Its steel spring suspension with Porsche

Power (horsepower)

The best way to experience something is up close. That s why the Cayenne T

442 lb.-ft.

charge air cooling

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne T

lb. ft. between ,

and ,

rpm,

hp at ,

rpm

Model shown | Cayenne T in Carmine ed
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Model shown | Cayenne

28

in

oonlight Blue

Model range | Cayenne

models

“S” for some, is just a letter.
For us, it’s an expression of enthusiasm.
The Cayenne S models.

stands for sport. et sport does not

The Cayenne

achieves something

only mean sports performance. It not

quite special enhanced power with

only stands for driving pleasure, but also

greater fuel economy. This is ensured

for a commitment. Not to power alone,

by the new . liter twin turbo

but also to abundant reserves of power.

The intelligent lightweight construction

engine.

In short outstanding athleticism requires

of the new engine also contributes to

high levels of efficiency.

the impressive fuel economy. In short

This is demonstrated, in particular, by

and efficiency.

the perfect balance between output
the Cayenne

Hybrid, which combines

two aspects that have always fired our
enthusiasm sportiness and the future. A
parallel plug in hybrid that boasts plenty
of agility. After all, even when it comes
to alternative drive systems, for us, there
is no alternative to dynamic performance.

29

Model range | Cayenne

Shown | Cayenne

models

Cayenne S models. A selection of standard equipment.
ore extensive standard equipment

• Porsche Communication

for greater en oyment behind the wheel.

anagement PC

system with navigation module and

in. color

touchscreen display

• Power teering Plus
•H

adio™

• ParkAssist front and rear

• Bi enon™ headlights
•

speed Tiptronic

•

with Auto tart top function

one climate control

• Comfort seats front with

• Porsche Active uspension
way electric

ad ustment
ad ustment
in. Cayenne esign II wheel

• Integral fog lights on front fascia
• Anti theft alarm system with ultrasonic interior
surveillance and immobili er
• oor sill guards in stainless steel with
logo front

ultifunction sports steering wheel with
gearshift paddles

1 addle Brown interior package
2 ultifunction sports steering wheel with gearshift paddles
3 speed Tiptronic
30

• “Cayenne

logo in Acid reen on the tailgate

• Porsche universal charger AC with charging
spotlights

per headlight unit

•

• e hybrid logo in Acid reen on both front

• Acid reen brake calipers

• aytime running lights with four

Cayenne

anagement PA

quarter panels

• ear seats with fore aft and backrest angle
•

(Also standard on the Cayenne S E-Hybrid)

dock and pouch
• Porsche Car Connect PCC with charge status
display and range management

with addle Brown interior package

1

2

3

31

Model range | Cayenne

Hybrid

Our solution for the future—
simply electrifying.
The Cayenne S E-Hybrid.

e are only satisfied when we are not
content with being satisfied. And that

Hybrid

one of the first parallel plug in

hybrid models in the

segment.

means scrutini ing every aspect, again

on board charger, the charging time
is reduced to . hours. or charging
at home, there s the standard Porsche

and again. ven things that are already

The high voltage lithium ion battery has

well established. uch as the tried and

an energy capacity of

. k

universal charger AC with charging dock.

and can

tested Porsche hybrid concept the

be charged using a conventional socket

Another giant leap forward, for the Cayenne

vehicle can be powered by the

in approx.

and for you. ight into the future.

combustion engine alone, solely by the

maintenance free and comes with a

electric machine or by both drive systems

hours . The battery is

year warranty.

working in tandem. A single letter
the

is now having a great impact.

New standards are also being set by the

Through the use of a vehicle charge port,

practical charging equipment. Thanks to

it combines a future oriented drive with

the optional on board charger with . k ,

the comprehensive concept of e mobility.

you can conveniently charge your car

rom the Hybrid, we ve developed the

using the charging cable.

Charging time approx. . hrs with . k on board charger and
charger and
A circuit hrs with . k charger and

32

A circuit approx.
A circuit.

ith the

hrs with . k

1 Hybrid components on the Cayenne
2 The Cayenne
Hybrid charging

Hybrid

Model shown | Cayenne

Hybrid in

hite

1

2

33

Model shown | Cayenne S E-Hybrid in White
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Model range | Cayenne

1

Hybrid

Acceleration is key for us.
It's also key in the digital age.
E-mobility and Porsche Car Connect (PCC).

2

The world is turning faster and faster.

vehicle, such as the distance driven,

or make a breakdown call at any time

It s good if you can keep up. And even

average speed, or fuel consumption on

from virtually any location . sing a

better, if you can stay one step ahead.

the last trip. In addition, you can view

compatible smartphone, you can control

ur solution e mobility. An overall

information on the remaining charging

the charging process, along with other

concept that combines a pioneering

time, battery charge status, or a visual

functions, such as the optional auxiliary

drive system, practical charging options,

depiction of the electric range. ou

climate control, which allows you to

intelligent mobile online services, and

can also set the charge timer with

heat or cool the interior in advance of

efficient performance.

customi able charging times, while

any ourney.

Carfinder shows you the shortest
obility ervices are part of Porsche
Car Connect PCC . They enable you to

route back to your Porsche from your
current location.

along the way.

call up all the important information about
your Cayenne

Hybrid remotely via a

Another particularly practical function

smartphone app. sing emote ervices,

Porsche Car Connect PCC allows you

you can find out statistical data on your

to check the status of your alarm system

1, 2 Porsche Car Connect PCC

f course, the future will come whatever
happens. However, we intend to meet it

ervices are included for a certain period
obility ervices
months and can then be extended for an annual charge.
Internet connection required.

years, emote ervices and P T

ervices

35

Model range | Cayenne

Hybrid

The drive system of the Cayenne S E-Hybrid.
e are moving into the future in a progressive and dynamic way. A specially defined

The electric motor provides an additional boost. In coasting mode, the combustion

pressure point on the accelerator pedal signals the switch between all electric mode

engine is decoupled and switched off, allowing the Cayenne

and driving powered by the combustion engine. The combustion engine is fired up

some distance under its own momentum

when necessary or when the accelerator is depressed beyond the pressure point.

consumption without any compromise in terms of sports performance.

supercharged engine

• lectric machine

horsepower

•

irect uel In ection

I

• ariable valve lift

combustion engine

horsepower

• Thermal management

• Combined output of

horsepower

• Pressure point on accelerator for

rpm

controlling electric mode

aximum torque plug in hybrid
lb. ft. between ,
,

and

• Acceleration from

to

mph

. k

with . k

on board charger

approximately . hrs with . k

. seconds
• Top track speed
all electric

• High voltage battery

• Charging time approximately

rpm

mph,

• uel consumption in

on board charger
• ecuperative braking system

mph

435 lb.-ft.

• Active air flaps
hrs

416 hp

Torque (lb.-ft.)

at ,
•

Power (horsepower)

• . liter

Hybrid to glide for

for a significant reduction in fuel

• e charge and e power buttons

P

PA estimated
city
highway

,

combined

,

circuit.

1 Hybrid components on Cayenne
36

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne

hen connected to a

,

Hybrid

Hybrid combined

lb. ft. between ,

and ,

rpm,

hp at ,

rpm

1

Model shown | Cayenne

Hybrid in

hite

37

Model shown | Cayenne

38

in

oonlight Blue

Model range | Cayenne

Power (horsepower)

The drive system of the Cayenne S.
Torque (lb.-ft.)

420 hp
406 lb.-ft.

Performance and efficiency, well thought out and brought to the road without
compromise. The Cayenne

the new twin turbo design.

•
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

lb. ft. between ,

and ,

rpm,

•

hp at ,

rpm

engine

horsepower at ,

rpm

aximum torque
,

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne

,

engine. The result

in fuel consumption. This is thanks to the reduced displacement, in con unction with

• . liter twin turbo
,

features a . liter twin turbo

horsepower more power than its predecessor with a further significant decrease

and ,

lb. ft. between

. seconds

irect uel In ection

I

• Integrated dry sump lubrication
• arioCam Plus
• xhaust gas turbocharging system

rpm

• Acceleration from

•

to

mph

. seconds

and charge air cooling
• Thermal management

• Top track speed

mph

• Auto tart top

• uel consumption in

P

• Active air flaps

PA estimated
city
highway
combined

In con unction with port Chrono Package.
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Model range | Cayenne

The best day for living out your enthusiasm:
every day.
The Cayenne.

The Cayenne exudes one thing above all

variable valve timing on the inlet, and

else enthusiasm. or life, for the road.

exhaust sides as well as
Tiptronic

A genuine all rounder for any road

speed

fitted as standard, it s

no wonder that we refer to it as the

and any terrain. ersatile, spacious,

decathlete among sports cars.

and dynamic. esigned for everyday
challenges

especially those that

The Cayenne for the short sprint

are far from ordinary.

and

for the long distance. or excitement
and relaxation. And for everyday driving

The basis for this the . liter

that is anything but ordinary.

gasoline engine. An impressive output
of

horsepower at ,

irect uel In ection

40

rpm.

ith

I , continuously

Model shown | Cayenne in ahogany etallic

41

1

2

42

3

Shown | Cayenne with onochrome black interior package high gloss

Model range | Cayenne

The Cayenne.
A selection of standard equipment.

•

speed Tiptronic

with Auto tart

• Anti theft alarm system with ultrasonic

top function
•

interior surveillance and immobili er

in. Cayenne wheels

• Tire Pressure

onitoring ystem TP

• Cruise control
•

• Bi enon™ headlights
• aytime running lights with four

• oor sill guards in stainless steel with

spotlights per headlight unit
• Two one climate control

Cayenne logo front
•

• Partial leather interior
• Comfort seats with

onochrome black interior package
high gloss

ultifunction sports steering wheel
with gearshift paddles

way electric

•C

ad ustment
• ear seats with fore aft and backrest

audio system with

in. color

touchscreen display
• Automatic tailgate

angle ad ustment

1 oor sill guards in stainless steel with Cayenne logo front
2 C audio system with inch color touchscreen display
3 onochrome black interior package high gloss
43

Model range | Cayenne

hen it comes to dynamic driving, everyday practicality, or its range of standard
equipment, it is a superb athlete capable of an impressive performance in virtually
any discipline.

• . liter
•

engine

•

horsepower at ,

•

rpm

aximum torque
lb. ft. at ,

• Acceleration from
. seconds

295 lb.-ft.

I

T button

• Thermal management
rpm
to

• arioCam Plus
mph

. seconds

• Top track speed

mph

• uel consumption in

P

PA estimated
city
highway
combined

In con unction with port ChronoPackage Performance tart .

44

irect fuel in ection

• P

300 hp

• Auto tart top and coasting function
• Active air flaps

Engine speed (rpm)
Cayenne

lb. ft. at ,

rpm,

hp at ,

rpm

Torque (lb.-ft.)

The Cayenne is at home on any road. et it is always willing to explore new territory.

Power (horsepower)

The drive system of the Cayenne.

Model shown | Cayenne in ahogany etallic

45

Model shown | Cayenne S in Moonlight Blue

Model shown | Cayenne

48

in

oonlight Blue

1

2

Drive and chassis | Transmission

A drive system that sets one thing racing above all else:
your heart.
Transmission.

8-speed Tiptronic S
Thanks to a particularly wide ratio
spread, the

speed Tiptronic

lowers

Coasting (Available on Cayenne S
E-Hybrid only)
ther energy saving technologies include

The electronically controlled multi plate

PT

on the Cayenne

Hybrid features

clutch helps to ensure optimum distribution

a permanent all wheel drive system with

of force between the permanently driven

self locking center differential. This

fuel consumption and increases comfort

the ability to coast along in certain

rear axle and the front axle. The driving

provides a standard torque split of

and dynamic agility. The low engine

situations, such as when you take your

conditions are continuously monitored

percent to the rear and

speeds in the higher gears reduce the

foot off the accelerator pedal to reduce

to enable the system to respond to a

the front. If one of the wheels is about

noise level inside the vehicle. The

your speed slowly.

variety of situations. uring cornering,

to lose grip, the self locking center

the required level of engine torque is

differential transmits the torque to the

speed Tiptronic

shifts gear

percent to

automatically and adapts to your

Porsche Traction Management (PTM)

distributed to the front wheels to provide

axle, offering the highest level of

individual driving style.

PT

New features include the extended Auto
tart top function. This cuts the engine
not only when the vehicle stops, but

excellent lateral stability. The result

traction. ariable distribution of engine

system with an electronically variable,

comprises an active all wheel drive

perfect distribution of drive torque at

torque to the rear wheels also enhances

map controlled multi plate clutch,

all times.

steering precision and driving dynamics.

Automatic Brake ifferential AB , and
Anti lip egulation A

.

also if you are approaching traffic lights,
for example.

1 Coasting mode
2 Coasting plug in hybrid
49

Drive and chassis | Chassis systems

A strong character is not so easily swayed.
Chassis systems.

Steel-spring suspension1

ride height control with PA

The steel spring suspension meets

ground clearance can be ad usted using

unit evaluates the driving conditions and

Porsche Torque Vectoring Plus
(PTV Plus)

high level requirements in terms of

the rocker switch on the center console.

modifies the damping force on each wheel

PT Plus is a system for enhancing

performance, driving pleasure, and

And to make it easier to load the car,

in accordance with the selected mode.

driving dynamics and stability.

off road capability. Consistent lightweight

you can also select oading evel using

The result is threefold increased driving

in con unction with an electronically

construction ensures improved driving

a button in the luggage compartment.

stability, more comfort, and improved

controlled rear differential lock, it works

performance.

by varying the torque distribution to the

. The

dynamics, greater fuel economy, and
enhanced comfort. In addition, the

PA

suspension setup has been further

system that actively and continuously

optimi ed to deliver a clear result

on uneven road surfaces. The control

is an electronic damping control

perating

rear wheels. epending on the steering
angle and steering speed, accelerator

ad usts the damping force on each

Porsche Dynamic Chassis Control
(PDCC)

greater comfort and sports

wheel, based on road conditions and

P CC is an active anti roll system that

speed, PT Plus optimi es steering

performance. Typically Porsche.

driving style. By means of a button on

anticipates and reduces lateral body

response and precision by selectively

the center console, you can select one

movement when cornering. In addition,

applying brake pressure to the left or

Air suspension with Porsche Active
Suspension Management (PASM)2

of three modes Comfort, port, or

it minimi es lateral sway of the vehicle

right rear wheel.

A constant vehicle position thanks to air

movements that accompany powerful

suspension including self leveling and

acceleration, braking, and rapid cornering

port Plus. ensors record the body

on rippled road surfaces.

1 Porsche ynamic Chassis Control P CC
tandard on the Cayenne and Cayenne
Hybrid.
tandard on the Cayenne Turbo.
The ride height on the Cayenne Turbo is . in. higher than on the other models.

50

pedal position, yaw rate and vehicle

. High speed cornering without P CC
. High speed cornering with P CC
2 Air suspension ride heights
3 Porsche Torque ectoring Plus PT Plus

chematic representation
A High evel II max. ground clearance . in.,
selectable at speeds of up to
mph.
B High evel I max. ground clearance . in.,
selectable at speeds of up to
mph.
C Normal evel max. ground clearance . in.
D ow evel I max. ground clearance . in.,
automatically selected above
mph.
E ow evel II max. ground clearance . in.,
automatically selected above
mph.
Not manually selectable.
oading evel max. ground clearance . in.,
only selectable when vehicle is stationary.

Models shown (left to right) | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic, Cayenne

in

oonlight Blue

1

2

A
B
C
D
E

3

.
.
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Model shown | Cayenne

in

oonlight Blue

1

2

3
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Drive and chassis |

ff road capability and sports performance

There’s no need to rein in your enthusiasm.
Even when you go off-road.
Off-road capability and sports performance.

Off-road capability

ff road

sing the main off road control on the

ode

ensures even greater

acceleration of the car. It also enhances

The port Plus button on the center

traction on difficult terrain by fully

traction when accelerating on

console is used to activate port Plus

center console, you can select one of up

locking the multi plate clutch. The

inconsistent road surfaces. In port Plus

mode. The engine becomes even more

to three modes depending on the

electronically controlled variable rear

mode, as featured in the port Chrono

responsive. The damping is harder and

model for improving the off road

differential on the optional Porsche

Package, P

the steering more direct. The

Torque ectoring Plus PT Plus is

a greater sense of freedom to the more

Performance tart function ensures

integrated within the all wheel drive

dynamic driver.

optimal acceleration when pulling away.

capability, or revert the setting to
normal road driving. In

ff road

ode ,

the maps for all relevant systems, e.g.,

is initiated later, affording

The timer mounted on the dashboard

system and can be fully locked in

AB , are adapted to provide optimum

ff road

ode .

traction. In addition, High evel I is

Sport Chrono Package

displays the recorded driving time or can

The port Chrono Package includes an

be used as a conventional clock. P

selected on vehicles featuring air

Porsche Stability Management (PSM)

analog and digital timer, the port Plus

also features a special performance

suspension with PA

P

button, the longitudinal, and lateral

display to view, store, and evaluate lap
times or other driving times.

. The air

helps to stabili e the vehicle in

suspension can also be raised further to

ha ardous road scenarios. The

acceleration display in the instrument

High evel II to increase the approach

electronic control system uses sensors

cluster and a performance display in

departure angle and wading depth.

to continu ously monitor the direction,

Porsche Communication

speed, yaw velocity, and lateral

PC

1 port Chrono Package
2 Porsche tability anagement P
3 ff road capability

Available on the Cayenne

anagement

. or an even sportier setup.

and Cayenne Turbo.
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Drive and chassis |

1

heels

Despite all this enthusiasm,
sometimes it’s important to stay grounded.
Wheels.

Wheel design

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

All Cayenne models feature a newly

TP

developed wheel design that accentuates

in pressure via the onboard computer

their sporting style.

display. In addition, the driver can quickly

ptional for all

provides a warning of any drop

models, we offer a selection of wheels in

and easily check the individual pressures

a range of si es up to

in all four wheels via the multipurpose

include the

inch

inches. These
Turbo esign

2

display in the instrument cluster.

wheel with wheel arch extensions, which
brings both performance and refinement
to the road.

3

1
2
3
4
54

inch Cayenne wheel
inch Cayenne wheel
inch Cayenne Turbo wheel
inch Cayenne esign II wheel

5
6
7
8

inch
pyder esign wheel
inch Cayenne port esign II wheel
inch
Turbo esign wheel
inch port dition wheel

4

Shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic with

5

6

7

inch port Classic

heels with

heel Arch xtensions

8
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Model shown | Cayenne S in Moonlight Blue

Safety and environment | Braking systems

1

Speed is a passion of ours.
Even when it comes to deceleration.
Braking systems.
2

The braking systems on the Cayenne

therefore is an excellent example of the

Electric parking brake

models offer impressive performance,

Porsche philosophy. The key advantage

even when fully laden and with a braked

of PCCB is a total weight savings of

the electric parking brake releases

trailer load of up to ,

approximately

automatically as you drive off.

pounds.

percent compared

anually activated and deactivated,

with equivalent cast iron discs. As well

Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake
(PCCB)
erived from the world of motorsports

as enhancing performance and fuel
economy, the unsprung and rotating
masses are lightened. The results better

to make everyday driving even safer

handling and road holding plus greater

the Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake

ride comfort.

3

PCCB is proven on the racetrack and

4
1 Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake PCCB . Cayenne

models disc diameter front rear
n Cayenne Turbo disc diameter front rear
mm
mm
2 Brake rotor si e on Cayenne Turbo disc diameter front rear
mm
mm
3 Brake rotor si e on Cayenne
Hybrid disc diameter front rear
mm
mm
4 Brake rotor si e on Cayenne disc diameter front rear
mm
mm

58

mm

mm

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium Metallic with Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake
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Safety and environment |

nvironment

For us, sports performance is not just about speed.
It’s also about sustainability.
Environment.

Environmental protection
ith the plug in hybrid technology of the
Cayenne

Hybrid, we are con tinuing to

forge ahead into the future. cological

environmental protection in mind. This

use only innovative and environmentally

is demonstrated by the fact that around

friendly components. This also includes

percent of all Porsche cars ever built
are still on the road.

ecycled plastics are used where they

responsibility is nothing new for Porsche,

meet our technical requirements. As a

as can be seen from our efficient drive

Lightweight construction and recycling

systems, lightweight construction,

Intelligent lightweight construction has

optimi ed aerodynamics, and low rolling

been integral to the Porsche identity

resistance.

e have demonstrated that

since the very beginning. It is economical

even high performance sports cars can

thanks to the high proportion of aluminum,

achieve comparatively moderate exhaust

plastics, and high strength sheet steel

emission values. This is ensured by our

used. This is substantially more stable

approach to environmental management

and lighter than conventional steel. It is

in

also ecological because all materials

eissach here, all technological

developments are carried out with

60

a reduction in the variety of plastics.

utili ed are meticulously selected.

e

result, the Cayenne models are around
percent recyclable today.

Model shown | Cayenne S E-Hybrid in White

61

Shown | Cayenne

Hybrid with Black Carbon iber interior package

Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium Metallic

1

2

3
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Interior and comfort |

ights and visibility

Driving with foresight.
In the truest sense of the word.
Lights and visibility.

LED headlights with Porsche Dynamic
Light System (PDLS)
xcellent illumination of the road, thanks

Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS)

light cone can therefore be adapted to

P

the prevailing situation.

ad usts the range of the low beam

based on driving speed. The dynamic

Taillights
technology is used for all functions
on the newly designed rear light modules

to the optimum balance between short

cornering light function swivels the

Daytime running lights

for an ultrafast response and greater

and long distance lighting with side

headlights toward the inside of a corner

The revised daytime running lights with

luminance in short, for greater visibility.

illumination. ue to the similarity in color

based on the current steering angle and

four

The high level third brake light is

to daylight and the low light scatter of

road speed. The static cornering lights

into the standard Bi enon™ headlights

the

activate the auxiliary headlights in order

and the optional

driver s eyes tire less quickly than with

to illuminate more of the road in tight

make you more visible to other road users.

other systems.

bends and turns.

Bi-Xenon™ headlights with
Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS)

Porsche Dynamic Light System Plus
(PDLS Plus)

The Bi enon™ headlights feature halogen

P

auxiliary headlights and automatic

which is activated at speeds in excess

dynamic range control, for more uniform

of approx.

illumination of the road in both low and

driving in front of it as well as oncoming

high beam mode.

traffic. The intensity and range of the

headlights with P

, the

spotlights have been integrated

integrated into the roof spoiler.

headlights . These

Plus offers High Beam Assistant,
mph. It detects vehicles

1 Porsche ynamic ight ystem P
2
3

with static and dynamic cornering lights
taillight point brake light
headlight point daytime running light

tandard on the Cayenne models.
tandard on the Cayenne Turbo.
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Interior and comfort | Comfort

Adrenaline, excitement, exhilaration.
And you don’t have to leave your seat.
Comfort.

Interior ambience
uality materials, a variety of

Soft-close doors
oft close doors are available for all

radio, and onboard computer functions.
erived from the

pyder super sports

supports for both driver and front
passenger as well as steering wheel

combinations, one heritage Porsche.

Cayenne models. A closing mechanism

car, the steering wheel also comes with

The palette of colors and finishes

integrated in each door lock ensures

optional heating. In addition to sporting

ranges from elegant to sporty, and

comfortable and safe closing of all

appeal, it offers a high level of comfort.

includes a selection of fine woods,

four doors.

18-way Adaptive Sport Seats with
comfort memory package

14-way Comfort Seats with
comfort memory package

Taking comfort and sports performance

aluminum, and carbon fiber.

8-way Comfort Seats

Multifunction sports steering wheel
with gearshift paddles

In addition to

way electric ad ustment,

and exterior mirror preferences.

to a whole new level, the Adaptive port
eats with comfort memory package

ffering excellent long distance comfort

otorsports. At your fingertips. In the

these Comfort eats feature a comfort

feature higher, more contoured side

and intuitive operation, the Comfort eats

truest sense of the word. The gearshift

memory package offering ad ustment of

bolsters that are electrically ad ustable.

feature

paddles enable fast, sporty, and ergonomic

the lumbar supports, seat cushion length,

Thanks to

including fore aft, height and seat

gear changes. There are also additional

and steering column. It also stores

the settings can be adapted even more

cushion backrest angle settings.

multifunction controls for telephone,

individual seat settings, including lumbar

specifically to your individual requirements,

way electric ad ustment

way power ad ustment,

e.g., by storing your steering wheel and
exterior mirror preferences.

1 ultifunction sports steering wheel in ark alnut
2 Comfort eats
3, 4
way Adaptive port eats with comfort
memory package
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1

2

Shown | Natural eather spresso Cognac interior package with ark alnut

4

3
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Shown | Cayenne Turbo in Meteor Grey Metallic with Natural Leather Espresso/Cognac interior package

3
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4

1

2

Interior and comfort | Interior

Feeling perfectly at home.
Even when you’re on the move.
Interior.

Rear seats

It also features a folding armrest. The

their own five point harness. or further

Comfort lighting package

The best day for driving a sports car

process is quite simple unlock and fold

information about child seats, please

This package includes dimmable ambient

every day. And this is made even more

down. The rear seat backrest can be

refer to the Cayenne Tequipment catalog.

lighting in the door panels and roof

appealing by the space and versatility

ad usted by up to

offered by the Cayenne. or added

forward of the starting position and

comfort, the seats are available with

degrees

degrees

degrees back.

optional ventilation, even in the rear. The
rear bench is based on the same design
as the front comfort or sports seats and

Child seats
ffering comfort and safety for all

Comfort also means having the important

featuring additional courtesy lights on

things at your fingertips when you need

the driver s and front passenger s side,

them.

and a second

hich is why the Cayenne models

offer a wide range of storage options.

passengers up to

adult passengers. or added practicality,

to

the bench features fore aft ad ustment

standards and a unique design. The child

front seat backrests, a glove bin cooled

of . inch and a

seats have been specially tested and

by the climate control system, a storage

facility. The flexible center section folds

approved in Porsche vehicles. or added

bin in the center console, and a handy

down to create a load through facility for

safety, the Porsche Baby eat and

drawer beneath both the driver s and

longer items such as the optional ski bag.

Porsche unior eat ATCH come with

front passenger s seat.

1
2
3
4

pounds in weight , with high safety

reading lights for

the rear passengers, exterior mirrors

offers generous space for up to three

split folding

years of age or up

console, practical

Storage bins

volt socket in the rear

center console.

These include door storage bin with
bottle holders, storage pockets on the

ear seats with ATCH split folding facility
Porsche unior eat ATCH
torage options
Comfort lighting package
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Interior and comfort |

river assistance systems

What makes a good copilot?
You know they are there when you need them.
Driver assistance systems.

Adaptive cruise control with
Porsche Active Safe (PAS)

road ahead is free once more, the car

The system uses a radar sensor in the

cruising speed greater than

central air intake to monitor the road up

selected by the driver, the integrated

to

automatically returns to your chosen

ft. ahead. If you approach

top

mph. If

o function automatically applies

Lane Departure Warning
ane eparture

arning uses a camera

to detect lane markings on the road.
Activated at speeds in excess of
mph, it issues an acoustic warning

This enhances comfort, particularly
when driving on the highway. However,
ane Change Assist does not actively
intervene in the controlling of the vehicle
and can be deactivated at any time.

another vehicle that is traveling slower

the brakes and then drives off again in

signal if the vehicle is threatening to

than your selected cruising speed, the

congested traffic. The integrated

stray outside the lane.

Automatic hold function

system slows the engine or gently

Porsche Active afe PA

applies the brakes. This continues until

audibly warns the driver that intervention

Lane Change Assist

can pull away on the flat or a slope

the distance that you have preset is

is necessary in the event of a sudden

maintained. If heavier braking is

decrease in distance and briefly tugs on

behind the vehicle and the blind spot

required, the driver has to actively

the brakes. It can also intervene in the

using radar sensors. At speeds greater

intervene.

braking process and apply increased

than

decelerates further, adaptive cruise

braking pressure according to the

driver of a vehicle in the blind spot or

control will continue to reduce your

situation through to all out emergency

approaching quickly from behind via a

speed

braking, if required.

visual signal from the exterior mirrors.

hen the vehicle in front

even down to a halt.

hen the

ith the automatic hold function, you

visually and
ane Change Assist monitors the area

without ever rolling back.

mph, the system alerts the

1 Adaptive cruise control with
Porsche Active afe PA

2 Lane Change Assist
3 ane eparture arning
70

1

2

Shown | Cayenne

Hybrid with Black Carbon iber interior package

3
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Interior and comfort | Parking and maneuvering aids

You can never tire of looking at a Porsche.
Or looking out of one.
Parking and maneuvering aids.

Surround View

ParkAssist

urround iew supplements the

This parking aid uses an acoustic signal

reversing camera with three additional

and front rear displays to alert the driver

high resolution cameras

of any obstacles at the front or rear of

one in the

front fascia and one in each lower trim

the car. Its sensors are neatly concealed

of the exterior mirrors. Based on the

in the front and rear bumpers. The

information supplied by all four cameras,

acoustic signal is supplemented by a

the system generates a virtual bird s eye

visual warning in the center console

view of the car and displays it on the

display which provides a graphical

PC

representation of the vehicle s proximity

screen. This provides additional

assistance to the driver when parking
and maneuvering because even low level
obstacles at the front and side of the
vehicle can be detected. It is also
possible to switch between various
camera views to improve visibility
for example, at narrow exits.

72

to obstacles.

73

1

2

1 Porsche Communication anagement PC
with navigation module

2 niversal audio interface
74

Interior and comfort | Audio and communication

A genuine alternative to the Porsche engine sound.
And probably the only one.
Audio and communication.

Porsche Communication Management
(PCM) with navigation module

performance. The C

The standard central control system for

compatible. The standard navigation

all informa tion and communication

module with high speed hard drive offers

functions, PC

a conventional

is powerful and versatile,

C s and audio

drive plays

s and is

P

layout as well as a

yet easy to use. The high resolution

perspective view. In some regions, the

touchscreen display is operated via the

topography can also be displayed in

graphic interface or by using the rotary

In addition, the system indicates the

push button controls. The radio has an

respective speed limit for the roads

twin tuner with adio ata ystem
frequency diversity, which

covered in the navigation database via
PC

or the color display in the instrument

continuously searches the airwaves for

cluster. In con unction with the optional

the best possible signal from the selected

online services, online destinations can

radio station.

also be easily imported into the

n the Cayenne

Hybrid,

.

the touchscreen and instrument cluster

navigation system. PC

also display hybrid specific information,

universal audio interface with a

also features a
B port.

e.g., charge situation, charge status, and
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Interior and comfort | Audio and communication

Burmester® High-End Surround
Sound System

Class

amplifier , a total diaphragm

area of more than ,

reat driving experiences deserve great

H to

kH .

galvani ed surrounds and Burmester

®

An optional H

adio™ receiver provides

logos on selected loudspeakers make

access to a broad range of new digital

aural experiences. And that s exactly what

Crossover technol ogy has been carried

it clear that the appeal of this surround

programming. H

you get from Burmester ®. Based in Berlin,

over virtually unmodified from the

sound system is as much about the

advanced audio and data features that

it is one of the most respected premium

company s high end home audio

visual as it is the audio.

enhance your listening experience.

audio manufacturers worldwide. Available

systems. Analog and digital filters have

as an option on all Cayenne models, the

been optimally defined for their specific

Bose® Surround Sound System

SiriusXM® Satellite Radio Receiver 2

Burmester ® High nd urround ound

location and finely tuned after extensive

ystem boasts state of the art technology,

frequency range of

cm , and a

HD Radio™ Receiver

The elegantly pure design with

in car audio testing. ibbon tweeters

eaturing

amplifier channels,

loudspeakers and a

watt active

The irius

®

adio™ also includes

atellite adio receiver,

available as an option for Cayenne

uncompromising extravagance, and

are used for unmistakably fine, clear,

subwoofer, the system delivers a

models, provides over

excellent craftsmanship. The system owes

and undistorted high frequency sound

balanced acoustic pattern and a total

coast to coast, including commercial

its eminence to countless details

reproduction with excellent level

output of

free music, plus the best sports, news,

stability. All loudspeaker housings are

C s and

perfectly matched and deliver superior

surround mode, at the push of a button.

optional NavTraffic ® service enables PC

bass foundation, definition, and impulse

The result is a balanced, faithfully

to display continuously updated traffic

accuracy. The result is a natural and

reproduced sound, and a captivating

information in over

and

one overriding goal perfection in sound.
ey features include a

channel

amplifier with a total output of more than
,

watts,

loudspeakers including

an active subwoofer with a

watt

richly textured spatial sound, even at
top volume.

watts. ources such as
P s can be played, in a

degree aural experience delivered
to all four seat positions.

channels

talk, comedy, and entertainment. The

markets. The

optional Nav eather service allows you
®

to stay informed with driver friendly
weather information on the PC

eception sub ect to local digital network coverage.
irius ® atellite adio requires a subscription, sold separately after month trial included with vehicle purchase or lease. If you decide to continue your irius ® service at the end of your
subscription, service will automatically renew and bill until you call irius ® at
to cancel. ee irius ® Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com.
atellite service available only to those
and older in the
contiguous nited tates and .C. irius,
, and all related marks and logos are trademarks of irius
atellite adio Inc.
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1 Bose ® loudspeaker
2 Burmester ® sound controls
3 Burmester ® loudspeaker

screen.

1

2

3

77

1

2

3
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Interior and comfort | Infotainment

Also on the program in the Cayenne:
the best entertainment.
Infotainment.

Online services

destination. To use the online services,

seams and are located on the front seat

The online services give you the option

you will need either the universal audio

backrests. ach one contains a high

of accessing a variety of content from

interface for iPhones ® or the mobile

resolution, swivel mounted

the internet via PC . ata is transferred

phone preparation for Android® devices .

touchscreen display. Boasting built in

to PC

via a smartphone app Aha adio

inch color

anti shock protection, the system is

app . The app is available free of charge

Porsche Rear Seat Entertainment

compatible with C s and

from iTunes ® for iPhones ® and

Available as a factory fitted option from

possible to connect two separate and

Porsche xclusive Porsche ear eat

individually selectable A sources, such

Play™ for Android ® devices .

oogle

nline

services include web radio, news feeds,
podcasts, audio maga ines, and
acebook ® as well as weather

ntertainment. The system comprises

as a games console or digital camera.

two display consoles, each with an

Designed to the highest standards of

integrated player and

safety and ergonomics, Porsche ear

B port, and

information. The results of an online

two wireless infrared headphones.

Points of Interest P I search can be

The display consoles are trimmed in

imported into PC

matching interior leather with decorative

as a navigation

s. It is also

eat ntertainment blends harmoniously
within the passenger compartment.

1 nline services
2 Porsche Communication anagement PC
3 Porsche ear eat ntertainment
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Model shown | Cayenne Turbo in Palladium etallic

Enthusiasm standard.
Personalization.

Solid exterior colors

Black

White

choice of two solid, eight metallic, and

combinations, as well as seven interior

the Cayenne models come in a range of

ife is not black and white. That s why

two special colors. ou can also choose

packages in aluminum, carbon fiber, or

exterior shades. In total, there s a

from five interior colors and six two tone

a selection of fine woods.

Metallic exterior colors

et Black

etallic

eteor rey

etallic

hodium ilver

Carrara

82

hite

etallic

etallic

Personalization | Colors

Special exterior colors

oonlight Blue

ahogany

mber

etallic

etallic

Peridot

etallic

Carmine ed

etallic

Palladium

etallic

83

Standard interior colors
Dashboard/trim/seats

Standard interior colors:
leather interior/leather package
Dashboard/trim/seats

Black

Black

Natural leather interior
Dashboard/trim/seats

spresso

Two-tone combinations:
leather interior/leather package
Dashboard/trim/seats

Black addle Brown
roof lining Black, carpet

addle Brown

Black arnet ed
roof lining Black, carpet

arnet ed

Two-tone combinations:
natural leather interior
Dashboard/trim/seats
Agate Grey

uxor Beige

Black

uxor Beige

Carpet in loadspace area and optional floor mats
in darker color.
Color and grain may vary.
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Agate Grey

uxor Beige

spresso Cognac
roof lining spresso, carpet Cognac

addle Brown Cream
roof lining addle Brown, carpet Cream

addle Brown

Also available on steering wheel.
Also available on steering wheel from
Porsche xclusive.

lass is reflective. Certain lighting conditions may cause a lighter color dashboard to produce a noticeable reflection
on the inside of the windshield. To make certain that you are satisfied with your selection, ask your Porsche dealer to
arrange a test drive experience in a variety of conditions, including with use of polari ed sunglasses.

Personalization | Colors

GTS interior packages

Interior packages

addle Brown uxor Beige
roof lining addle Brown, carpet

Black Cream
roof lining Black, carpet Black

Black Cohiba Brown
roof lining Black, carpet Black

uxor Beige

ark

alnut

Anthracite Birch

achting

Carbon iber

,

,

ahogany

Brushed Aluminum

Carmine ed

hodium ilver

onochrome Black high gloss

Natural live

85

Available interior colors

Black

86

Black

addle Brown

Agate Grey

uxor Beige

uxor Beige

spresso
lass is reflective. Certain lighting conditions may cause a lighter color dashboard to produce a noticeable reflection
on the inside of the windshield. To make certain that you are satisfied with your selection, ask your Porsche dealer to
arrange a test drive experience in a variety of conditions, including with use of polari ed sunglasses.

Personalization | Colors

spresso Cognac

Black

arnet ed

addle Brown Cream

Black

addle Brown

addle Brown

uxor Beige

Black Cream
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Personalization | Colors

Recommended color combinations:
exterior and interior

Black

Agate Grey

uxor Beige

addle Brown

Standard interior/leather interior

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Exterior colors
Black
White
Black Cohiba Brown

et Black

etallic

oonlight Blue
mber

etallic

•

etallic

ahogany

etallic

•

Palladium

etallic

•

eteor rey

etallic

hodium ilver

T Carmine ed

Carrara

hite

Peridot

etallic

etallic
etallic

Carmine ed

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Finishes
ark

alnut

88

hodium ilver

•

•

•

•

Natural live

•

•

achting

T

•

Anthracite Birch

ahogany

•

•
•

•

Carbon iber

•

•

Brushed Aluminum

•

•

Black high gloss

•

•

•
•

•

Personalization | Colors

addle Brown
uxor Beige

Black
arnet ed

Black Cream

Black
Cohiba Brown

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

hodium ilver

Black
addle Brown

•

Carmine ed

addle Brown
Cream

•

•

spresso
Cognac

Black
uxor Beige

•

Leather interior (GTS)

spresso

Natural Leather Natural Leather
interior
interior (two-tone)

Leather interior package in two-tone combination

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

• Highly recommended color combination
ecommended color combination

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Color and grain may vary.
lass is reflective. Certain lighting conditions may cause a lighter color dashboard to produce a noticeable reflection
on the inside of the windshield. To make certain that you are satisfied with your selection, ask your Porsche dealer to
arrange a test drive experience in a variety of conditions, including with use of polari ed sunglasses.
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Option packages designed just for you.
The Porsche ption Packages

ur most

ou ve always been able to order any

popular options, grouped to offer you

available Porsche option on an individual

more Porsche, more efficiently than ever.

basis. And that hasn t changed.

e also

offer select options as part of a series

Cayenne S

Cayenne

•

•

•

•

•

eat heating front and rear

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Porsche ntry

Auto dimming exterior and interior mirrors

•

•

•

•

•

•

Power sunshade for rear side windows

Comfort lighting package

•

•

•

•

•

•

ParkAssist front and rear with reversing camera

•

•

•

•

•

•

way power seats front with memory package

•

•

•

•

•

•

eat heating front

•

•

•

•

•

•

eat ventilation front

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

■ no cost option
not available
extra cost option
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.
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Cayenne S E-Hybrid

•
•

Panoramic roof

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Includes all of the Premium Package

and adds—

Bi enon™ headlights with Porsche ynamic ight ystem P

oonroof

Cayenne GTS

Power teering Plus

Cayenne Turbo

Premium Package Plus
Premium Package

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne

Cayenne S

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne Turbo S

of packages.

headlights with Porsche ynamic ight ystem Plus P
rive

ane Change Assist

CA

Plus

Personalization |

Porsche Car Configurator.

ptional equipment

ur ption Packages make it easier to
option out your Porsche in the most

Performance, elegance and pure luxury.

efficient manner and at a better cost to

ou decide in which form your new

as it shows all of the equipment
in

. This allows you to view your

you, making it easier to build that Porsche

Cayenne suits you best. ou can use the

configuration from all angles before

you have always dreamed of.

Porsche Car Configurator to create a

saving it and printing it out.

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

virtual image of your ideal vehicle. our

•

•

•

•

•

•

nline ervices

•

•

•

•

•

•

irius

•

•

•

•

•

•

easy steps is all it takes to configure

isit porscheusa.com to access the

your very own, unique Porsche. The

Porsche Car Configurator and further

price will be automatically updated. The

details on the fascinating world of

Car Configurator has high visual appeal,

Porsche.

Infotainment Package
Bose ® urround ound ystem

®

atellite adio receiver
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Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

ptional equipment

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

I no.

•

•

•

•

•

•

B

Air suspension with self leveling, ride height control and PA

•

•

•

•

•

•

B

Porsche ynamic Chassis Control P CC

•

•

•

•

•

A

Porsche Torque ectoring Plus PT Plus

•

•

•

•

•

Power teering Plus

•

•

•

•

•

•

port Chrono Package

•

•

•

•

•

•

port tailpipes sport tailpipes in black

■

•

•

•

•

P

P

•

•

•

•

•

P

P

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Option

Page

,

Engine, transmission and chassis
Porsche Active uspension

port Chrono Package

anagement PA

N
,

Exclusive
port exhaust system with sport tailpipes
sport tailpipe in black

Exclusive
. gal. extended range fuel tank
Porsche Active uspension

anagement PA

ports exhaust system with sport tailpipes in black

92

•

. gal. pressuri ed fuel tank
PCCB disc diameter front rear

mm

mm

PCCB disc diameter front rear

mm

mm

•

•

•

■ no cost option
not available
extra cost option
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.

•

PB

,

PB

,

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Personalization |

etallic paint

•

•

•

•

•

•

pecial colors

•

•

•

•

•

•

tainless steel skid plates front and rear

•

•

•

•

•

unning boards

•

•

•

•

•

heel arch extensions in exterior color

•

•

•

•

•

•

onochrome black exterior package high gloss

•

•

•

•

•

•

oof rails drip rails in aluminum

•

•

•

•

•

•

oof rails drip rails in aluminum with black finish

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Option

I no.

ptional equipment

Page

Exterior

Trailer hitch without tow ball

•

Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake PCCB

H

tainless steel skid plate front

tainless steel skid plate rear
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■

•

in. Cayenne

■

■

•

Cayenne

Cayenne S

■

Cayenne GTS

in. Cayenne wheel

Option

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

ptional equipment

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

I no.

Page

Wheels

in. port dition wheel

wheel

in. Cayenne Turbo wheel
in. Cayenne esign II wheel
in.

pyder esign wheel

■

in. Cayenne port esign II wheel
in.

Turbo esign wheel with wheel arch extensions

■

•

■

•

•

•

•

■

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

CP

•

■

•

•

•

CN

•

•

•

•

•

,
,

in. port dition wheel with wheel arch extensions
heel spacers on rear axle,

mm

•

Exclusive

in.

Turbo esign wheel

Panoramic roof system
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■ no cost option
extra cost option
not available
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.

•

•

•

A A

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Cayenne GTS

Option

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

•

•

•

I no.

ptional equipment

Page

Exterior
Porsche ynamic ight ystem P
headlights with Porsche ynamic ight ystem Plus
P

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

Plus

Automatically dimming interior and exterior mirrors
lectric slide tilt sunroof in glass
Panoramic roof system
one climate control
Auxiliary climate control cooling and heating

headlights with Porsche ynamic ight ystem Plus P

PA

Plus

PA

AH

•

Power sunshade for rear side windows

Privacy glass
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Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Option

Cayenne Turbo

ptional equipment

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

•

•

•

•

I no.

Page

Interior
river memory package

Adaptive port eat

way comfort memory package

■

■

•

•

•

•

P

way adaptive sports seats with comfort memory package

•

•

•

•

•

•

PE6

•

•

•

•

A
A

eat heating front

,

eat heating front and rear

•

•

•

•

•

•

eat ventilation front

•

•

•

•

•

•

eat ventilation front and rear

•

•

•

•

•

ide airbags rear

•

•

•

•

•

•

ATCH system for child seats on front passenger seat

•

•

•

•

•

B

ire extinguisher

•

•

•

•

•

A

•

66

96

,

69

eat heating and ventilation front and rear

■ no cost option
not available
extra cost option
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.

way Comfort memory package

96

Includes electric ad ustment of lumbar support, squab length and steering column, a comfort memory package driver s side seat,
steering column, exterior mirror settings front passenger s side seat settings and other additional functions.
Includes electric ad ustment of lumbar support, squab length, side cushions on backrest squab and steering column
Cayenne Turbo comfort memory package as no cost option comfort memory package driver s side seat, steering column,
exterior mirror settings front passenger s side seat settings and other additional functions.
If no other specification is made when ordering, items will be painted in exterior color. inishes also available in alternative exterior colors.
ree choice from all standard and special colors no cost option .

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Personalization |

ParkAssist front and rear

•

•

•

•

•

•

ParkAssist front and rear with reversing camera

•

•

•

•

•

•

ParkAssist front and rear with urround iew

•

•

•

•

•

•

A

Adaptive cruise control with Porsche Active afe PA

T

Option

I no.

ptional equipment

Page

Interior

•

•

•

•

•

•

CA

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

arning

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ane Change Assist
ane eparture
Home ink

®

ystem garage door opener

Porsche ntry

Lane Change Assist

rive ystem

oft close doors

C

66

•

•

•

•

•

•

onochrome Black interior package high gloss

■

■

■

•

•

•

teering wheel heating

•

•

•

•

•

•

H

moker package

•

■

•

■

■

•

B

loor mats

•

•

•

•

•

•

ki bag

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Compass on dashboard

Interior package painted

T
ane eparture

arning

T

APC

Exclusive

lass is reflective. Certain lighting conditions may cause a lighter color dashboard to produce a noticeable reflection
on the inside of the windshield. To make certain that you are satisfied with your selection, ask your Porsche dealer to
arrange a test drive experience in a variety of conditions, including with use of polari ed sunglasses.

Compass display in instrument cluster
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Cayenne S

Cayenne

•

■

•

•

•

Two tone combination leather interior

•

•

•

•

•

•

Natural leather interior

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

APB

•

•

•

•

•

•

A

•

•

•

•

•

•

ALL

•

•

•

•

•

•

A T

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A

•

•

•

•

•

•

6NN

Cayenne GTS

■

Option

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

ptional equipment

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

I no.

Interior: leather
mooth finish leather interior

loor mats

xtended interior package in leather

Exclusive
xtended interior package in leather, dashboard

Exclusive
teering column casing in leather

Exclusive
oor release lever surrounds and ashtray in leather

Exclusive
Porsche Crest embossed on head restraints
Porsche Crest embossed on head restraints front

front and outer rear seats

Exclusive
eat console in leather

Exclusive
oof lining in Alcantara®

oof lining in Alcantara®
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■ no cost option
extra cost option
not available
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.

Page

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Personalization |

•

•

•

•

•

•

■

•

■

•

•

•

P PH

■

•

■

•

•

•

B PH

■

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PH

Carbon iber interior package

•

•

•

•

•

•

H PH

Heated multifunction sports steering wheel in Carbon iber

•

•

•

•

•

•

Brushed Aluminum interior package

■

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Option

I no.

ptional equipment

Page

Interior packages
Heated multifunction sport steering wheel in ark

alnut

Anthracite Birch
ark

alnut interior package

Anthracite Birch interior package
Natural

live interior package

achting

ahogany interior package

T PH

Natural live interior package

,

Exclusive

oor sill guards in tainless teel, illuminated

,

T

,

,

Exclusive
Carbon iber interior package

Color and grain may vary.
Cayenne
for Cayenne and Cayenne
n the Cayenne
Hybrid, the “Cayenne

Hybrid and Cayenne turbo for Cayenne Turbo.
logo is illuminated in Acid reen.

Brushed Aluminum interior package
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Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

ptional equipment

Cayenne Turbo S

Personalization |

I no.

•

•

•

•

•

•

T

Bose ® urround ound ystem

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

Burmester ® High nd urround ound ystem

•

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Option

Page

,

Audio and communication
Porsche Communication

anagement PC

with

navigation module
C

autochanger

disc

disc C

changer

Telephone module

,

Telephone module with Bluetooth keypad handset
®

obile phone preparation

,

Porsche ear eat ntertainment

,

P

AEC

Exclusive
irius

®

atellite adio receiver

Burmester ® High nd urround ound ystem

B

100

®

urround ound ystem

ay be incompatible with some copy protected C s.
educed luggage compartment volume due to subwoofer beneath loadspace floor.
Cayenne
Hybrid no storage compartment bin on left hand side of luggage compartment.
or information on compatible mobile phones, please visit www.porsche.com or contact your Porsche Center.
sing a mobile phone inside the vehicle via Bluetooth ® Hands ree Profile H P connection mobile phone preparation or telephone
module in H P mode may expose occupants to increased levels of electromagnetic radiation. The use of the telephone module for
PC via Bluetooth ® I Access Profile AP connection or with inserted I card helps to prevent exposure to this radiation as only
the car s external aerial is used.

Cayenne Turbo S

Cayenne Turbo

Cayenne GTS

Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Cayenne S

Cayenne

Personalization |

I no.

lectronic logbook

•

•

•

•

•

•

N

Porsche Car Connect

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Option

ptional equipment

Page

Audio and communication

nline services

, ,

•

N

Porsche universal charger AC with opt. charging dock

E-mobility
•

Porsche universal charger AC
. k

,

•

onboard charger

Adapter cable

B
H

■

Luggage compartment bin and storage
oadspace management system

•

•

•

•

•

•

N

Porsche universal charger AC

■ no cost option
not available
extra cost option
• standard equipment
or more information on the options featured in this catalog, please refer to the price list.

ervices are included for a certain period
obility ervices years, emote ervices and P T
ervices months and can then
be extended for an annual charge.
se of online services with the optional telephone module requires activation of H P mode in PC .
nline services may vary in scope and content. Availability sub ect to mobile phone network coverage and only in con unction with
mobile phone plans that allow data traffic. sage incurs additional costs charges and billing dependent on user s mobile phone contract
mobile phone contract with inclusive data allowance recommended due to high data volume .

oadspace management system
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European Delivery.

The first time you drive your new Porsche
is always a very special moment.

hy not

make it even more en oyable with Porsche
uropean elivery

ou can collect your

Porsche in tuttgart uffenhausen or in
eip ig, before taking it where it rightly

elax over lunch and take the opportunity

to experience it up close than with a visit

to review your impressions so far. The

to the Porsche

ultimate highlight is still to come the

legendary models from more than

delivery of your Porsche.

ur experts will

useum. xhibits include

years of sports car engineering.

be happy to take the time to explain to
you the finer details about your car.

belongs out on the road.

IA certified on road circuit or our
dedicated off road track.
nce you have chosen your location,
simply arrange a collection date with

If you wish to collect your vehicle in

your authori ed Porsche dealer.

e will

more dynamic style, then opt for our

be happy to help you with your travel

All that remains is for you to decide

production facility in eip ig.

arrangements and provide you with

Beforehand, we invite you to take a

where you wish to take delivery of your

you to en oy your first driving experience

further details of any formalities and

glimpse behind the scenes on a tour of

new Cayenne. tuttgart uffenhausen

on site. Take a test drive in a Porsche

country specific regulations.

our production facilities.

itness the

e invite

is a location steeped in tradition and

model comparable to the one you

precision engineering and attention to

history. ou will find traces of Porsche

purchased with an experienced

detail that goes into making a Porsche.

wherever you go

instructor at your side

Porsche

102

and what better way

useum in tuttgart uffenhausen

on our

n road circuit at Porsche eip ig

Porsche Exclusive

Porsche Exclusive.
As personal as it gets.

ver and above the personali ation

Aesthetically and technically, inside and

our authori ed Porsche dealer will be

options featured in this catalog, you

outside, using fine materials and with

happy to answer any questions about

can now make your Porsche even more

customary Porsche quality.

Porsche xclusive that you may have.

special with Porsche xclusive. Have

overriding principle

your vehicle individually and exclusively

your car is uniquely handcrafted to your

tailored to your wishes, even before it

taste. ou will find a wide range of

leaves the factory.

design options in the separate Porsche

ur

aking sure that

or the truly personal touch, contact
our Porsche xclusive Personal esign
pecialists at personaldesign porsche.us

Please note that delivery times may be

or log onto www.porscheusa.com to find

extended for certain items of Porsche

out more.

xclusive equipment.

xclusive Cayenne catalog.
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Porsche Exclusive.
A selection.

1

1 Extended interior package in leather
elected materials and stylish design
blend harmoniously customi e the
interior to suit your individual require
ments.

ith the extended interior

package in leather, for instance.

2 Sun visors in leather
isually appealing, yet also practical
the sun visors.

ith the two tone leather

interior package, the front of the visors
is in the lighter shade and the mirrored
side and second sun visor is in the
darker leather color. Naturally, you can
also choose to have the sun visor in
your own favorite color combination,
including all standard and natural leather
interior colors, as well as all available
optional colors.
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2

3

5

Porsche Exclusive

3 Bi-Xenon™ headlights in black with
Porsche Dynamic Light System (PDLS)
The inner components of the Bi enon™
headlights featuring pro ector beam
technology are partly finished in black
for a striking appearance.

4 Sport tailpipes
Twin dual tube tailpipes with a distinctive
design in high gloss aluminum finish for
even sportier appeal.

4

6

5 Vehicle key painted
A special kind of door opener

thanks to

its painted side faces, even your vehicle
key is an eye catcher.

6 21-inch Cayenne SportEdition wheel
painted with wheel arch extensions
As imposing as they are sporty, these
one piece multi spoke alloy wheels for your
Cayenne are finished in the exterior color.
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Panorama

Porsche European Delivery

Porsche Tequipment*

Porsche Exclusive*

Imagine touring the original factory and

Personali e your Porsche at any time

eali e your vision of the perfect

then being handed the keys for an even

Porsche with our factory customi ation

after purchase with our range of

more gratifying opportunity

program. rom styling enhancements to

aftermarket accessories. ou will also

urope in your brand new Porsche.

performance upgrades, all modifications

find all our available products online

hat happens next is up to you. Contact

are uniquely handcrafted for your Porsche.

at www.porscheusa.com tequipment.

touring

your authori ed Porsche dealer for

Please visit www.porscheusa.com exclusive

more information.

for more information.

Porsche Assistance

Porsche Approved Certified Pre-Owned

Introducing The Porsche Experience
Center Atlanta*
ince the beginning, Porsche has been
devoted to delivering the most exceptional
experiences in the world. The new Porsche
xperience Center in Atlanta offers a
complete immersion into the Porsche

n oy peace of mind with our exclusive

nly the best Porsche cars earn the right to

breakdown and accident recovery

be called Certified . A meticulous

service.

inspection, a

embership is free when you

buy a new Porsche.

arranty, and

year or

,

point

mile imited

hour oadside Assistance

Porsche Financial Services
ur range of financial services is
innovative and specially tailored to the
needs of Porsche owners. Ask your
certified Porsche sales consultant

experience. isit www.porschedriving.com

make this program one of a kind. Contact

for details or contact

or call

your authori ed Porsche dealer for details.

to learn more.
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Porsche to learn more.

Porsche

Panorama

Porsche Driver’s Selection*
ith products ranging from fashion and

Porsche Travel Club
mbark on a thrilling adventure and feel

Porsche Sport Driving School

Porsche Clubs

evelop your skill and explore your
Porsche with the Porsche port riving

ince the first Porsche Club was

accessories to tailored luggage, this

the power of Porsche. tay in top class

unique collection combines quality and

hotels and dine in five star restaurants

style with everyday practicality. isit your

worldwide. isit www.porschedriving.com

of the world s most famous racing

worldwide. To find out more, go to

authori ed Porsche dealer or shop online

for more information.

venues at www.porschedriving.com.

www.porscheusa.com porscheclub.

Porsche Classic

Porsche Museum

Porsche Online

chool. earn about events at some

founded in
to

, their number has grown

, with a total of

,

members

at www.porscheusa.com shop.

Christophorus
ur bimonthly maga ine for Porsche

our speciali ed source for genuine

ore than

vehicles at our headquarters

owners has news, interviews, and a wide

Porsche parts as well as restoration

in tuttgart uffenhausen await to take

variety of features from throughout the

services for all Porsche classics.

you on a ourney through Porsche history.

world of Porsche.

isit www.porscheusa.com classic
to find out more.

ee icons such as the

,

and

o to www.porscheusa.com for all the
latest news and information from Porsche.
ollow us on

presented in an atmosphere you can t
experience anywhere else.

ou can obtain the latest brochures for Porsche xclusive, Porsche Tequipment, Porsche river s election and Porsche riving xperience from your authori ed Porsche dealer.
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Technical data

2016 Cayenne Turbo S

2016 Cayenne Turbo

2016 Cayenne GTS

2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Engine/electric machine
Cylinders
isplacement
ax. power

. liters
IN at rpm

. liters

horsepower at ,

rpm

. liters

horsepower at ,

rpm

. liters

horsepower at ,

rpm

horsepower between
,

ax. torque at rpm

lb. ft. between
,

Compression ratio

and ,

rpm

.

lb. ft. between
,

and ,

and ,

lb. ft. between

rpm

.

,

and ,

rpm

rpm

lb. ft. between
,

.

and ,

rpm

.

ax. power electric motor at rpm

horsepower between
,

and ,

rpm

ax. torque electric motor at rpm

lb. ft. at

ax. power parallel full hybrid at rpm

horsepower at ,

ax. torque parallel full hybrid at rpm

,

rpm
rpm

lb. ft. between
,

and ,

rpm

Transmission
ayout

Porsche Traction

anagement PT

Porsche Traction

anagement PT

anagement PT

permanent all wheel drive with

electronically variable, map

variable, map controlled multi plate

electronically variable, map

self locking center differential,

controlled multi plate clutch,

clutch, Automatic Brake ifferential

controlled multi plate clutch,

Automatic Brake ifferential AB

Automatic Brake ifferential AB

and Anti lip egulation A

lectronically controlled multi plate
clutch, variable inter axle lock

AB

and Anti lip egulation A

tandard

and Anti lip egulation A
lectronically controlled multi plate
clutch, variable center lock
tandard

All information regarding features, design, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption, and running costs is correct at the time of print.
Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications and other product information without prior notice.
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Porsche Traction

active all wheel drive with

and Anti lip egulation A

speed Tiptronic

anagement PT

active all wheel drive with electronically

Automatic Brake ifferential AB
ockable differentials standard

Porsche Traction

active all wheel drive with

lectronically controlled multi plate

elf locking center differential

clutch, variable inter axle lock
tandard

tandard

Technical data

2016 Cayenne S

2016 Cayenne

. liters

. liters

horsepower at ,

rpm

horsepower at ,

lb. ft. between
,

and ,

lb. ft. at ,

rpm

rpm

rpm

.

.

Porsche Traction

anagement PT

active all wheel drive with electronically

Porsche Traction

anagement PT

active all wheel drive with

variable, map controlled multi plate

electronic ally variable, map

clutch, Automatic Brake ifferential

controlled multi plate clutch,

AB

and Anti lip egulation A

Automatic Brake ifferential AB

. liter twin turbo

engine

and Anti lip egulation A
lectronically controlled multi plate
clutch, variable center lock
tandard

lectronically controlled multi plate
clutch, variable inter axle lock
tandard
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Technical data

2016 Cayenne Turbo S

2016 Cayenne Turbo

2016 Cayenne GTS

2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Chassis
ront axle

xtra large format double wishbone
suspension, fully independent

ear axle
teering

suspension, fully independent

ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, hydraulic

Brakes

Aluminum double wishbone
ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, hydraulic

piston

ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, hydraulic

fixed brake calipers at the front,

Aluminum double wishbone
suspension, fully independent
ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, electrohydraulic
piston monobloc aluminum

piston monobloc aluminum

piston monobloc aluminum

piston monobloc aluminum fixed
brake calipers at the front,

xtra large format double wishbone
suspension, fully independent

fixed brake calipers at the front,

fixed brake calipers at the front,

units at the rear, carbon ceramic

piston units at the rear,

piston units at the rear,

piston units at the rear,

composite brake discs, internally

brake discs internally vented

brake discs internally vented

brake discs internally vented

vented and cross drilled
heels

.

x

in.

.

x

in.

.

x

in.

.

x

in.

Tires

Weight
Curb weight min max

,

,

Gross weight

,

lbs.

Towing load unbraked braked

,

,

lbs.

,

,

,

lbs.

lbs.

,

,

lbs.

,

,

,

lbs.

lbs.

,

,

lbs.

,

,

,

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

Performance
Top track speed
mph

mph
. secs

mph
.

.

mph
secs

ith port Chrono Package Performance tart .
All information regarding features, design, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and running costs is correct at the time of going to print.
Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications and other product information without prior notice.
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.

.

mph all electric
secs

. secs

mph

Technical data

2016 Cayenne S

Aluminum double wishbone
suspension, fully independent

2016 Cayenne

xtra large format double wishbone
suspension, fully independent

ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, hydraulic

ulti link suspension, fully independent
Power assisted, hydraulic
piston monobloc aluminum

piston monobloc aluminum
fixed brake calipers at the front,

fixed brake calipers at the front,

piston units at the rear,

piston units at the rear,

brake discs internally vented

brake discs internally vented

.

x

in.

,

,

,

lbs.

,

,

.

lbs.

lbs.

x

in.

,

,

lbs.

,

lbs.

,

,

lbs.

rivetrain of the Cayenne

mph
.

.

Hybrid

mph
secs

.

.

secs
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Technical data

2016 Cayenne Turbo S

2016 Cayenne Turbo

2016 Cayenne GTS

2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Premium

Premium

Premium

Premium

Estimated EPA fuel economy
uel grade
City
Highway
Combined
lectricity consumption combined

P e

Typical electric range in
everyday driving

Dimensions
Length
idth including mirrors
Height

. in.
.

Tank capacity

in.

. in.

heelbase
uggage compartment volume
A with rear seats folded

.

. in.
.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.

in.

. in.

. in.
.
.

.

. in.

.
.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.

All information regarding features, design, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption, and running costs is correct at the time of print.
Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications and other product information without prior notice.

.

in.

. in.

. in.

In con unction with adaptive sports seats.
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.

. in.
.

. in.
.
.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.

.

in.

. in.
. in.
.
.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.

2016 Cayenne

Premium

Premium

. in.

2016 Cayenne S

. in.

Technical data

. in.

.

.

. in.
in.

. in.

.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.

in.

. in.

. in.
.
.

.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.
.
.

. in.

. in.

cu. ft.
cu. ft.

. gal.
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Technical data

2016 Cayenne Turbo S

2016 Cayenne Turbo

2016 Cayenne GTS

2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid

Off-road capability
ading depth

. in. air suspension

. in.

. in. air suspension

. in.

Approach angle

.

air suspension

.

air suspension

.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

eparture angle

.

air suspension

.

air suspension

.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

amp over angle

.

air suspension

.

air suspension

.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

Ground clearance with
steel-spring suspension1
ax. ground clearance

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

Ground clearance with
air suspension1
High evel II

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

High evel I

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

Normal evel

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

ow evel I

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

ow evel II

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

oading evel

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

At IN unladen weight, ground clearance at axle center.
High evel II.
All information regarding features, design, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption, and running costs is correct at the time of print.
Porsche reserves the right to alter specifications and other product information without prior notice.
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Technical data

2016 Cayenne S

2016 Cayenne

. in.

. in.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension

.

steel spring suspension
. in.

.
.

. in.

. in.

round clearance

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

. in.

ading depth
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Index

0–9

D

B

. liter

engine

. liter

engine

. liter twin turbo

engine

. liter twin turbo

engine

,

,

B

,

Brake differential

,

Braking systems
,

,

,

®

L

aytime running lights

urround ound ystem

ane Change Assist
ane eparture

E
missions

Burmester ® High nd urround

ightweight construction

mobility

ound ystem

uropean elivery

speed Tiptronic

M

,

C

aterials

A

Cayenne T

H

Adaptive Cruise Control with PA

Cayenne

Headlights

Adaptive port eats

Cayenne Turbo models

H

Air suspension with Porsche Active

Charging dock

High voltage battery

uspension

anagement PA

models

ultifunction sports steering wheel
adio™ eceiver

with gearshift paddles
,

,

N

Charging equipment

Navigation module

All wheel drive

Child seats

I

Anti slip regulation

Coasting

Interior

Auto tart top function

Colors

Internet

Automatic hold function

Comfort lighting package

ff road control

Comfort memory package

nboard charger

,

O
ff road capability
. k

Comfort eats

nline services

Cornering lights

ptional equipment

Cruise control
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arning

ATCH

Index

P

Porsche ynamic Chassis Control

Panorama

P CC

ear seats

Taillights

ParkAssist

Porsche ynamic ight ystem

ecuperative braking system

Technical data

Parking brake electric

P

ecycling

Touchscreen display

Performance tart

Porsche ynamic ight ystem Plus

eversing camera

Tire Pressure

Plug in hybrid technology

P

Porsche Active afe PA

Porsche xclusive

Porsche Active uspension

Porsche ear eat ntertainment

eats

Porsche tability

irius

anagement PA
Porsche Car Configurator

R

T

Plus

TP

S
anagement P

,
®

atellite adio eceiver

Porsche Torque ectoring Plus

oft close doors

Porsche Car Connect PCC

PT Plus

port Chrono Package

Porsche Ceramic Composite Brake

Porsche Traction

PCCB

Porsche universal charger AC

port tailpipes

with charging dock

teel spring suspension

Porsche Communication
PC

anagement

,

onitoring ystem

anagement

U
niversal audio interface

,

W

port Plus button

heels
,

torage bins
urround iew camera system
ustainability
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